
LEAP
Sit Stand Desking





Take a stand for 

office wellbeing 

with LEAP desks



LEAP          Sit                Stand                         Desks

Leap is the future of desking, providing many 
benefits to employee health and productivity. 

Leap is a sit-stand desk which can be electrically 
adjusted to sitting or standing height to prevent 
problems associated with prolonged sitting. 

The range of desking includes a single stand-alone 
desk, bench desk, radial desk and k top desk. 

Our frames can be manually expanded to 
accommodate tops from 1200mm to 1800mm 
in width and electronically adjusted from 655 to 
1255mm in height, all at the touch of a button with 
the touch-sensitive controls.



SINGLE DESK | DARK WALNUT TOP | SILVER LEG



LEAP SINGLE

SINGLE DESK | MAPLE TOP | WHITE LEG

Leap Single is a stand alone electrically height adjustable desk. Our frame 
can be manually expanded to accommodate tops from 1200mm to 1800mm 
in width and electronically adjusted from 595 to 1245mm in height, all at the 
touch of a button. 
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LEAP SINGLE

Working for your Better Health

SINGLE DESK | GRAPHITE TOP | WHITE LEG

SINGLE DESK | GRAPHITE TOP | WHITE LEG



SINGLE DESK | DARK WALNUT TOP | SILVER LEG



LEAP BENCH

Leap Bench features the same adjustability 
as the Leap Single desk but in a two person 
bench system. Each user can adjust their own 
desk height individually via the memory master 
control unit.
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BENCH DESK | WHITE TOP |WHITE LEG 



LEAP BENCH

BENCH DESK | URBAN OAK TOP |BLACK LEG 

BENCH DESK | WHITE  TOP |BLACK LEG 



Exceptional Technology, Extraordinary Care

BENCH DESK | URBAN OAK TOP |WHITE LEG 



LEAP RADIAL

Leap Radial is a height adjustable stand alone desk available in tops 1600mm and 
1800mm.   
 
The ergonomic desk is commonly used in work environments and presents a 
flexible design which can be used to create endless configurations to build the 
perfect office layout.
 
Leap Radial desks can be used to utilise corner space in the office or in combinations 
to create cluster desks for either 2 or 4 workstations. 

RADIAL DESK | DARK WALNT TOP |WHITE LEG 



Leap Radial is a height adjustable stand alone desk available in tops 1600mm and 
1800mm.   
 
The ergonomic desk is commonly used in work environments and presents a 
flexible design which can be used to create endless configurations to build the 
perfect office layout.
 
Leap Radial desks can be used to utilise corner space in the office or in combinations 
to create cluster desks for either 2 or 4 workstations. 10 YE
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LEAP RADIAL

RADIAL DESK | URBAN OAK TOP |BLACK LEG | PLYWOOD EDGING



Inspiring Better Health

RADIAL DESK |WHITE TOP | BLACK LEG 



LEAP K TOP

LEAP K TOP | WHITE TOP |BLACK LEG 

Leap K Top was designed to allow for more usable space on the right or 
left hand side. The K top is also ideal to fit into corners or cluster together to 
maximise office space. 
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LEAP K TOP

Standing just 15 min per hour 
provides great health benefits.



K TOP | GRAPHITE TOP | BLACK LEG

Standing just 15 min per hour 
provides great health benefits.



Cable Chain
White or Translucent

Top depths 700 and 800mm, Top widths 1200 (single desk only), 1400, 1600 and 1800mm.

Magnetic Cable Protector
White and Silver

Top with Portals

Wire Cable Basket
800mm (1200mm Desk tops only) 
and 1200mm Versions (all other 
top widths) available in Silver 
and White

Top with Dual ScallopPlain Top

OPTIONS



WOOD AND FRAME COLOURS

All the following materials are E1 Grade,
 impact and scratch resistant MFC.

Standard Wood Colours 

All paint used is completely solvent-free 
and offers up to 99% material utilisation. 
Consequently, this coating method is 
incredibly economical and, at the same 
time, eco-efficient.

BEECHGRAPHITE

HARBOUR 
OAK

URBAN 
OAK

WHITE

ARCTIC OAK

DARK 
WALNUT

GREYMAPLE

Frame Colours

WHITESILVER BLACK



Leap products are WEEE certified (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment). WEEE Ireland is a not for profit 
organisation, committed to delivering cost effective compliance since 2005. WEEE Ireland represents 74% of 
the electrical and electronic industry who have a Producer responsibility under the WEEE Directive 2012/19/
EU to organise and finance the environmental management of their products at their end of life.

Since September 2008, all producers that sell electrical goods must take back the electrical products for 
free recycling. This is part of a European Directive which came into force in 2008, to encourage recycling 
across the EU. WEEE Ireland has been the Scheme of choice in Ireland maintaining majority market share 
across all sectors and operates under the approval of the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment.

Any electrical goods you purchase from us we will recycle for free at the end of their life cycle. By being 
WEEE registered we can help make an environmental difference by:

• Reducing the amount of waste going to landfill.
• Save the planet by reducing the effects of the hazardous materials in WEEE.
• Conserve natural resources as materials such as plastics, glass and metals are recovered for use again in 

the industry.

WEEE - DID YOU KNOW?





LEAP APP

Download the free Leap App and take Control of your desk 
height through your phone.

The Leap App includes the following features:  

• Adjust the desk height 

• Set memory positions 

• Create daily standing goals

• Track your daily standing progress throughout your 

workday.                              

• View your historical data 

• Set sedentary reminders 

To get started simply search for “Leap Desk” in the App store 
or Google Play. 

Once downloaded you can connect the app by pairing with 
the desk Dongle supplied by Edit Office via Bluetooth. 

For more information, please contact a 
member of our sales team. 





HEALTH BENEFITS

BACK PROBLEMS 
 
Several studies 
show that 
standing 
desks can 
dramatically 
decrease 
chronic back 
pain caused 
by prolonged 
sitting.

MOOD AND 
ENERGY LEVELS 
 
Standing desks 
appear to 
have a positive 
influence 
on overall 
wellbeing.

STANDING MORE 
CAN INCREASE 
YOUR LIFESPAN 
 
Studies have 
found a strong 
link between 
increased sitting 
time and early 
death.

LOWERS RISK OF 
OBESITY 

Using active 
workstations  
will keep you 
productive, 
while also 
keeping you in 
shape. 

BRAIN ACTIVITY 
 
If you stay fixed 
in one position, 
insufficient 
oxygen-rich 
blood will be 
pumped around 
the body, 
causing brain 
function to slow 
down.

MUSCLE 
PROBLEMS 
 
If you stay 
seated all 
day, your leg 
muscles and 
gluteus muscles 
will become 
inactive, thus 
reducing your 
ability to sit up 
straight.

POOR 
CIRCULATION
 
Remaining 
seated for too 
long may result 
in swollen ankles 
and varicose 
veins, caused 
by fluids sinking 
down into the 
legs.

HEART 
RISKS  

People who sit 
for more than 
8 hours a day, 
double their risk 
of developing 
heart disease 
compared to 
those who sit for 
less than 4 hours 
a day.
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